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Before I respectfully – indeed, fearfully – beg to differ with Chairman Volcker, let me 

say first where I agree with him and his eponymous Rule:  insured deposits should not be 

deployed for proprietary trading designed principally to profit a bank, nor should they be 

invested in unregulated “shadow” entities that permit a bank to bet big outside the rules 

supposed to constrain it.  But, that this makes sense doesn’t mean the law in all its 

complex detail is right or that the pending proposal – more complex still – could be 

implemented without doing unintended damage to issuers and customers who have come 

to depend on banks large and small for some of the services seemingly banned even 

though no ill from them has befallen.  Better, I think, to set a few, clear prohibitions on 

egregious risk-taking to accomplish the Rule’s rightful purpose and then address the 

shadowy boundary between right and wrong through tough prudential standards that 

make sure that banks – again, large and small – operate in the capital markets only under 

rigorous capital, liquidity and governance standards enforced by effective, disciplined 

regulators. 

 

 

The Volcker Problem 

 

Proprietary trading in fact goes back to the basic business of banking.  Hedging means 

holding positions to sell – if you can’t sell, you can’t hedge.  Thus, this has been 

permitted for as long as hedging has been allowed, which is for as long as I can 

remember. 

 

To be sure, hedging is supposed to be for risk management, not for fun and profit.  But, 

when it’s done really right, it’s both.  Devising a rule that says no bank can hedge if it’s 

so good at it that the operations make money seems right in the sober, puritanical mood 

that grips policy-makers post financial crisis, but setting standards that day-in, day-out 

differentiate successful hedging from “unduly” profitable operations is, at best, a 

challenge. 

 

Reading the Volcker proposal, the magnitude of this challenge is clear; the proposal tries 

to differentiate permissible from banned hedging on criteria such as the “perception” a 

transaction might create – for at least one of the many regulators set to judge it – or 

whether the transaction is no more than “slightly” ahead of the risk it is meant to hedge.  

And, what of the restriction of permissible hedging only to “near-term” funding ends?  

Does this mean that, if a bank is bold enough to try a thirty-year fixed-rate mortgage, it 

can only hedge at first bits of this risk, with the “bit” determined by what one or another 

agency deems to be “near term?” 

 

Market-making might seem an easier Volcker complexity to resolve.  Unlike hedging, 

market-making isn’t integral to bank operations, heir as it is to a host of decisions that 

permitted BHCs to engage in a wide array of investment-banking activities that, to 



function properly, have to include market-making.  This problem might be made to go 

away if Glass-Steagall were resurrected for BHCs, but the law won’t be so the market-

making conundrum remains.  Volcker Rule advocates might wish this weren’t so, but it 

is.   

 

Now, an array of issuers depend on banking organizations for their access to the capital 

market.  For example, small- and medium-size businesses rely on debt and equity 

issuances because old-style corporate lending has shrunk in comparison to commercial-

paper and capital-market operations.  It would be nice if they got good, old-fashion loans, 

but this isn’t current market practice, in part due to efficiencies resulting from the bond-

issuance model.   

 

A similar problem arises in the municipal-finance arena.  The rule would ban market-

making in muni revenue bonds, limiting permissible activities only to the general-

obligation (GO) bonds left for banks in the Glass-Steagall Act.  Since then, though, 

municipal finance has changed more than a bit and revenue bonds are now a vital 

function of this troubled sector.  The risks of revenue bonds are, if anything, less than 

those of GO bonds, so the ban on them makes no sense in comparison with the treatment 

of these other muni obligations.  And, as with corporate obligations, muni revenue bonds 

are now largely the province of banking organizations.  Banning market-making in them 

would thus, at the least, dramatically redefine and constrain the market for some space of 

time – time during which, of course, muni issuers are already having serious problems 

due to the lack of a financial-guarantee insurance business to buck them up in the face of 

serious sectoral fiscal woes.    

 

Could this be reversed?  Maybe.  Would it hurt in the near-term?  Almost surely.  

Concentration isn’t just a feature of the U.S. banking system – it also characterizes 

investment banking where all of the policies that preceded the Volcker Rule squeezed out 

the middle tier of investment banks and led to just as much concentration there as in 

banking, concentration now in the hands largely of the behemoths forced to become 

BHCs under the ax of the Volcker Rule.   

 

Over time, back-door reimposition of Glass-Steagall through a stiff market-making ban 

might spark a rebirth of mid-tier investment banks or create a new SME lending market 

at banks or shadow firms.  Muni revenue bonds also might find a new home.  But, this is 

just a guess and, at best, a risky one given the vital importance of middle-market 

customers and municipalities to U.S. economic vitality. 

 

The ban on bank investments in hedge and private-equity (PE) funds isn’t any easier to 

execute once the complexity in law and rule is carefully parsed.  For example, the law 

meant to exempt “public-welfare” funds in which banks may invest to support 

community development.  The rule seeks to track this, but then defines these public-

welfare funds so narrowly that, for example, a smaller bank couldn’t invest in any such 

fund sponsored by a larger institution.  Worse still, the rule could ban banks from 

guaranteeing investments in these public-welfare funds or otherwise supporting them in 

ways long used to encourage balky investors to do good.   



 

Another unintended consequence lies in the broad definition of banned hedge and PE 

funds.  This is extrapolated in the rule to any bank sponsorship activity other than 

traditional mutual funds and similar asset-management vehicles.  However, outside of the 

U.S. these legal niceties don’t apply.  Thus, by far, the NPR would knock U.S. banks out 

of global markets in funds that are analogous to those that remain permitted under 

Volcker not for any risk reasons, but rather only because the Volcker construct can’t be 

applied on a cross-border basis. 

 

 

The Capital Solution 

 

For this solution, we are indebted to Stanford’s Darrell Duffie, who released a paper 

earlier this year on the morass that is the market-maker definition.  Included in the paper 

is a suggestion that capital and liquidity standards better meet prudential needs than the 

inter-agency Volcker NPR.  The key obstacle to this approach isn’t substantive, it’s the 

express statutory provisions.  Given these, certain bans must be imposed, but I think these 

can be limited to the clear areas where insured deposits are used for clearly prohibited 

trading and investing activities, with stringent new rules backed by tough examiners and 

– vital – robust company risk-management protocols ensuring that the law’s intent is 

accomplished without collateral damage. 

 

So, how could prudential standards accomplish the Volcker Rule’s trading and hedge/PE-

investment ban?  In summary, one would take the pending Basel II.5 and Basel III rules 

and, as needed, rejigger and toughen them to meet Volcker’s broader goals.   

 

With regard to trading, this could be done either through freestanding revisions to the II.5 

rules already wending their complex way towards a final rule in the U.S. or, better, 

through design of a trading-book capital regime in the Basel context that addresses this 

issue.  Global regulators are now embarked on a “fundamental” rewrite of the trading-

book rules to go beyond the II.5 clean-up to posit a complete restructuring of market-risk 

capital.  The goals here are to end arbitrage between the trading and banking books and to 

add substantive improvements in the risk measures and stress-testing applied to trading 

exposures.  Thus, the more trading risk a bank took, the tougher the capital, up to and 

including capital requirements that create a de facto prohibition.  

 

Importantly, this approach solves the sovereign-risk imbroglio.  The banking agencies 

need not simply ban proprietary trading in all but USG and agency instruments.  Instead, 

backed by the authority in law to permit otherwise-prohibited trading if this does not 

harm “financial stability,” capital standards would differentiate among sovereign    

issuers and risk-weight them accordingly.  Yes, we know, the proposed approach to doing 

this in the “Section 939A” rules is a mess, but it’s at least a start and, in my view, shows 

that this can be done.  Even this poor approach to measuring sovereign risk is better than 

simply deciding, like the NPR, that the only sovereign issuer worthy of its name is the 

United States.  This capital approach also works for munis, again by risk weighting 

exposures instead of simply banning them. 



 

And, it works for the hedge/PE fund problem as well.  Again, regulators have addressed 

these exposures in the capital rules, this time doing so in Basel III, which picks up the 

credit-risk posed by holding equity positions in these instruments.  These capital 

requirements are very, very stringent, including as they do high weightings for most of 

these positions, even if they are not clearly risky ones.  If the regulators want further to 

differentiate risk weightings here to make problematic funds still harder to hold, go for it.  

 

Isn’t this just what Paul Volcker ordered?  The goal of the Rule is often overlooked in the 

complex construct Congress enacted and, now, regulators are seeking to implement.  But, 

it was pure and simple: to block banks from taking undue risk with depositors’ money by 

playing in the seemingly-speculative realms of proprietary trading, hedge funds and 

private equity.   

 

We use capital and other prudential rules to address risks far more toxic than these areas 

have so far proved to be.  Indeed, we have put our trust in these standards – sharply 

increased in these Basel II.5 and III rules, along with the still more stringent U.S. ones 

now in the works – as the foundational principle of financial regulation.  Combine this 

with the U.S. tough stand on TBTF and you have a regulatory regime in which banks – 

even behemoths – can engage in many of the activities Mr. Volcker worries about 

without in any way making the banks riskier or their incentives to do ill more compelling.   

 


